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Abstract
This article analyzes and discusses problems related to the
design of a force-feedback assistance service (FAS) for
human-computer interfaces. FAS is a service which can be
applied to human-computer interfaces which utilize a
force-feedback pointing device, which guides the user’s
hand in order to facilitate direct manipulation tasks: point,
select, move and resize. The FAS uses artificial neural
networks to adapt, in real-time, to the user’s task. In order
to facilitate the design and understanding of the FAS, a
physical metaphor was developed: that of the canter. It
utilizes the inherent elements of classical direct
manipulation, supplemented by metaphoric units to defme
forces.
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Introduction

Current research is investigating the feasibility of a new
kind of user interface designed to act as an assistant rather
than as a rigid tool, in order to find ways to make human
machine processes more productive. The goal of adaptive
systems is to increase system suitability for specific tasks;
facilitate handling the system for specific users, thus
enhancing user productivity; and optimize workload and
increase user satisfaction. Traditional adaptivity in the
form of an adaptive system is based on the assumption that
the system is able to adapt itself to the wishes and tasks of
the user through an evaluation of user behaviour.
Consequently, adaptivity is implemented by referring
actions to action patterns and finally to action plans on
which the user’s actions are based.

Multimodal and multimedia systems present the new
challenge of adapting both input and output using different
media and modalities, depending on the user’s tasks, skills,
and preferences (Nigay et al. 1993). This paper analyzes
and describes a force-feedback assistance service (FAS)
during direct manipulation. It aims at providing users with
physical help by means of forces generated by a haptic

pointing device: the user interface becomes a physical
assistant capable of guiding the navigator. Artificial Neural
Networks (ANN) appear to be good candidates for
modeling the adaptivity of the assistant. As well, physical
models are required for the design and the implementation
of FAS.

The Force Feedback Assistance Service Issues

An adaptive system is based on knowledge about the
system, its interface, the task domain, and the user (Norcio
et al. 1989). It must be able to match particular system
responses with particular usage profiles and take into
account multiple areas: user errors, user characteristics,
user performance, user goals, and environmental
information. The majority of authors propose that the user
controls how the system adapts to user behaviour (Browne
et al. 1990). Moreover, (Benyon et al. 1988) argue that
adaptive systems should adapt to the user’s environment at
the interface level rather than at the user’s conceptual task
level.

The user interface is the part of a system responsible for
getting input from the user and for presenting system
output to the user. A system that adapts either of these
functions to the user’s task or user characteristics or user
preferences is an adaptive interface (Oppermann 1994).
Traditional examples of input adaptation include the
modification of the set of available commands so that
additional user macros can be made available to the user,
and exchanging interaction objects, or style Traditional
examples of output adaptation include the modification of
error message content, or the use of multiple graphical
presentations.

(Norcio et al. 1989) define two ways that an interface can
be adaptive. The fast is to leave the interface in a form that
enables modification by the user if the behaviour of the
system is judged unsatisfactory once it is in operation (see
(Arcand 1994) for an example). The second form 
adaptation is dynamic adaptation by the system itself. See (
Arcand et al. 1995) for an example. In this paper, we
explore this second form. Our user interface changes with
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respect to the particular user and current context. That is,
the user interface works differently depending on the
context. This includes both the current task and the current
user.

We believe that basic interaction modalities are
responsible for the quality and the quantity of adaptive
services user interfaces are able to offer. For instance,
feedback is certainly the most important part of an
adaptive system, because it provides the user with a
concrete image of system changes. From a purely
ergonomic point of view, users must be aware of all
changes to the system. It is for this reason that traditional
examples of output adaptivity are so poor: graphical
information is not suited to representing temporal events.
Thus, in order to increase output adaptivity, we believe
that multimodal feedback haptic and auditory feedback--
is relevant; either for translating or reinforcing graphical
information (objects and actions) or for facilitating direct
manipulation tasks.

The FAS is pan of an adaptive graphical interface. Its goal
is to provide the user with adaptive haptic feedback during
direct manipulation tasks: pointing to, selecting, moving
and resizing objects. In effect, direct manipulation tasks
performed with a pointing device benefit from assistance,
depending on the task (i.e, training, precision) or the user
(i.e, visually impaired persons, astronauts). Multiple sub-
issues must be considered:

- ergonomic design: a metaphor to drive the design
process.

- haptic issues: the haptic device; its integration to
graphical interfaces; physical modeling for the force
outputs

adaptivity: identifying difficulties during direct
manipulation depending on the task and the users;
determining solutions in the form of successive physical
targets; designing an ANN to learn and activate this
adaptivity.

physical constraints, come into play--that of rivers and
rapids.

The Physical World

The canoeing metaphor is composed of three elements:
static objects (obstacles and targets), shifting objects
(canoes) and adaptive elements (the force of the current
and the direction of the curren0. The river is composed of
an area in which flowing water is constrained. Flux is
characterized by flow (a force) and direction. In the river,
more or less visible rocks (i.e. outcrops) are objects which
must be avoided at risk of sinking the canoe. On the other
hand, natural markers in the river, places where water flow
is the strongest (i.e. the current assumes a "W’ shape
denoting a passage), or gates (such as those used during
races along rapids) constitute targets toward which the
canoe be guided.

The rapids create forces which push and pull in different
directions, and their strength is such that there is no
guarantee the canoe will follow its intended path without
encountering a rock. The person rowing must control the
canoe’s direction in order to avoid obstacles and pass
through the gates. The canoeist exercises force to achieve
this objective: "put a rudder" to direct the canoe to the port
side or to the starboard side; "back-paddle" to return
against the current or simply remain steady in order to
observe and reflect on the situation; or row to calmer
water. These actions form the language of the canoeist who
exercises control on the force and direction of the canoe in
rough water. In calm water, the need for this control no
longer exists because the current is almost non-existent: the
canoeist need only row to advance.

A Canoeing Metaphor for the Fas

The FAS design problem is complex, and to our
knowledge there exists no model to guide us. In the
graphic interface domain, the use of real world metaphors
aids in system design by guaranteeing interface coherence
and simplifying interface use by allowing the user to
transfer prior knowledge to the task at hand. However, the
metaphors developed to date do not apply to the FAS
problem, which must consider the modeling of the force
which assists direct manipulation. With this in mind, a new
metaphor, that of canoeing, has been developed. It takes
its origins from a milieu which is constantly subjected to
shifts and changes due to variable forces, depending on
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Figure 1: A canoe must pass through many gates, avoiding
rocks and outcrops. The canoeist must consider the current
in order to navigate through the gates.



Relationship to the User Interface

The user interface consists of static graphic objects--
obstacles and targets. These objects can be icons, windows
or a pattern that the user creates interactively. These
objects can also be considered at a more cognitive level:
the path followed to arrive at a spatial target is not
necessarily a straight line. Graphic congestion or graphic
events discovered en route may force the user to change
direction.

When a user selects an object (icon or selected tex0 in 
graphic interface, the object is subject to the various
graphic or cognitive attractors present. This includes path
constraints such as real or imagined obstacles. The path
consists of an origin and a target with the method of
traversing it a function of the environment.

Adaptivity Parameters

Moving the mouse and its associated cursor is the
equivalent of rowing. With a standard pointing device, the
user perceives the mouse’s weight and inertia. The mouse’s
workspace takes on a significance in regard to the graphic
interface in which the cursor is used. With the introduction
of a programmable force-feedback pointing device,
attractors and real and cognitive obstacles produced by the
interface can be represented by tangible forces. This is
similar to a river’s current: the force exerted by the current
(or an obstacle) on a dynamic object is translated, in real-
time, to the sense of touch. This is where automatic
interface adaptation comes into play. According to the
metaphor, the stronger the current, the greater the
importance of the force exerted on the pointer. The
parameters of force and direction are captured and
modified in real-time by an artificial neural network.

Haptle Modeling Issues

FAS needs technological prerequisites: a haptic device and
models to be simulated.

Haptic Device

A haptic device typically consists of a mechanical linkage
in the form of a joystick or exoskeleton which couples the
human operator to a source of mechanical power---either
electromagnetic or electrohydraulic actuators. Multiple
haptic devices have been designed in the past, i.e, (Cadoz
et al. 1990; Iwata et al. 1993; Minski et al. 1990 ; Hunter et
al. 1994 ; Massie et al. 1993 ; GSbel et al. 1994 ; Akamatsu
et al. 1994 ). All off them could fit the purpose of a FAS
service.

The Pantograph (Figure 2) is a haptic device intended for
direct manipulation (Hayward et al. 1994; Ramstein et al.
1994). Its mechanical structure is based on a five bar
linkage that guarantees stability, little friction and provides
a comfortable 10x16 cm workspace with a 10 newton
peak-force. The Pantograph has multiple applications. Its
main application is a system being developed by Industry
Canada--PC-Access. Its aim is to provide visually
impaired people with multimodal access to graphical
interfaces (Ramstein et al. 1996). In PC-Access, the
Pantograph has two complementary functions: first, it
serves as a device for direct manipulation tasks; second, it
translates objects and actions occurring in a graphical
interface. Other application projects are in progress,
notably in a microgmvity environment, a surgical
environment, in the psycho-perception domain, and in
computer-assisted creation.

Figure 2. Pantograph - The force-feedback pointing device used for direct manipulation and force return
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Haptie Modeling

Computation engines govern the behaviour of the
actuators and linkages of the haptic device as a function
of kinematics and force or position measurements,
according to algorithms and equations that describe a
model to be simulated. Because of the instantaneous
transitions required when moving from one set of
mechanical dynamics in free space to another set in
contact with a surface, and because of the inherent
physical properties of the coupled device and the human
limb system, high fidelity haptic simulation of surface
contact presents demanding technical challenges in the
design of a force-feedback interface. Simple haptic
devices have been demonstrated in a variety of
implementations. Essentially, they consist of walls
modeled as massless plates backed by stiff springs and
viscous dampers (Colgate et al. 1993). Acknowledged
shortcomings of haptic simulations include: high
frequency vibrations (Ouh-Young 1990), low frequency
instability (Grating 1992), excessive compliance and
stickiness (Rosenberg et al. 1993). The major problem 
then to obtain passivity in virtual walls: criterion have to
be defined taking into account stiffness and damping
coefficients of virtual walls (Bonneton et al. 1994;
Colgate et al. 1994; Minski et al. 1990).

More complex virtual objects have been demonstrated to
represent volume data by force sensation. The basic idea
described by flwata et al. 1990) is mapping voxel data to
force and/or torque: modeling methods were described
based on scalar data and vector/tensor data. A more
complex modeling method was described by (Cadoz
1994) based on a physical modeling approach: a physical
object is analyzed and represented as a combination of
masses connected through different categories of
physical connections (i.e, spring, damper, conditional
link). Multiple objects can be defined in the same
scenario. Efficient algorithms were designed to control
simulations in real-time and to recreate these objects
through visual, auditory and haptic modalities. These
methods are useful for designing the structure of physical
objects, but unfortunately none provide us with an
intrinsic method of determining the coefficients of the
objects. For instance, the problem of finding stable,
vibrationless objects (i.e, passivity in virtual walls) 
these approaches remains undocumented. As well, ways
of finding the best parameters for representing real
objects are omitted: the designer must adjust them by
hand.

Besides previous systems for the haptization of volumes
and physical objects, complementing visual or aural
representations, a main application of haptic modeling is
the haptization of graphical interfaces, including objects

such as windows, icons, pop-up menus and direct
manipulation actions, such as selection, moving and
resizing (Ramstein 1995).

Physical Models for the Canoeing Metaphor

The canoeing metaphor is composed of three elements:
static objects (obstacles and targets), shifting objects
(canoes) and adaptive elements (the force of the current
and the direction of the curren0.

Graphic interfaces often consist of rectangular objects. In
order not to stray from this geometry, static metaphor
elements will be based on rectangles. The force profiles
associated to these rectangles will be based on the forces
defmed in MUIS (Ramstein 1995). The rectangles are
simple physical objects which the user can sense through
touch. They are inset and have borders. Thus, when the
pointer encounters an objects, the user is able to sense its
form and be immediately aware of the obstacle or target.
Force profdes can be applied to static or dynamic
objects. Subsequently, the profiles can be enriched.

There may be several rivers, eventually with tributaries
with varying profiles. This model yields to a surface
representation with the constraint of the forces acted
upon the surface. Here, physical models are of particular
interest in cases where they reinforce the metaphor. It is
a mostly a matter of meshing possible surfaces with
models designed for graphic animation: a finite element
method (Terzopoulos et al. 1988). However, given the
real-time constraints of high frequency (>400Hz) force
calculations, the model should be optimized or
simplified. A meshing model based on modal calculation
would be pertinent (Penfland et al. 1989). The advantage
of these models is that they allow rapid and coherent
change of the surface structure: the artificial neural
network (ANN) could change the position of a node and
adjacent meshes would naturally follow the movement.

What is left concerns modeling the motor force applied
to the device for guiding the user’s hand. The amplitude
of the force must be determined by the ANN. The force
must be stable, and precisely and continually relay
information on direction, speed and acceleration. A
viscoelastic force will be adapted. The elastic portion of
the force is proportional to the distance between the
pointer and a target, thus informing of direction and
distance. The viscous portion of the forces a greater
simulation stability.

The force F is proportional to the distance L. The greater
the distance, the greater the force of attraction on
Pantograph. The greater the importance of the viscosity
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coefficient, the greater the importance of cushioning.
When holding Pantograph, the user senses a force pulling
toward a spatial target.

dL
F = -k.L-~.m

# dt

with : F the force vector applied to Pantograph
L the distance vector between the two pointers
dL/dt the speed vector relative to the two pointers
k the elasticity coefficient

T the viscosity coefficient. It is responsible for
cushioning the oscillator.

If there is no user, Pantograph is goes to the spatial
target. The spatial step between two targets must be
fixed in such a way as to create the sensation of
continuity for rounded trajectories.

Artificial Neural Network Technology

A bottom-up approach (as opposed to a top-down
approach like the GOMS (Card et al. 1983) models 
needed for a user to be useful in adaptive interface
(Norcio et al. 1989). An adaptive interface must be able
to monitor the performance of a user and offer
suggestions for improving performance. An adaptive
interface must be able to learn either a user’s
characteristics or information needs. Instead of starting
with user goals and then determining the operators to be
used, an adaptive interface must start with the operators
being used, map these to a possible cognitive goal, and
then provide assistance to the user on the utility or
efficiency of the goal structure. Alternately, an adaptive
interface must be able to learn user characteristics to be
more responsive to current needs.

The current research proposes the use of ANNs as the
kernel of a user model (Arcand 1995) ANN have been
developed to simulate human problem solving resources
and mechanisms and have shown stronger abilities in
learning and flexible knowledge processing (e.g.,
generalizing knowledge to novel situations) th0_q
conventional AI techniques, such as symbolic processing.

ANN have been most successful in pattern recognition
tasks in which low level stimuli are mapped to higher
level concepts.

"Building ANN is analogous to the problem of
designing intelligent interfaces: low level
keystrokes or operators must be mapped to higher
level concepts such as cognitive goals or
strategies. "(Eberts 1991)

With the ability to learn from a series of training
examples, artificial neural network models provide the
possibility of extracting user characteristics and
providing on-line help depending on current user
behaviour. Also, an advantage of ANNs is that they are
extremely fast, therefore adaptation could be offered on-
line in real-time. ANNs can also extract information from
the user, such as cognitive goals, strategies, command
sequences, and information needs, which is then used to
provide adaptive advice to the user or to intelligently
falter the incoming information. Finally, ANNs are
considered appropriate for modeling users with respect to
the following aspects (Chiu et al. 1991): a) stereotype
identification, b) dynamic modeling and c) conflict
resolution.

ANN Definition

ANN have their origin in early attempt to mathematically
model the human brain. The In’st works date to 1943 and
are attributed to McCulloch and Pitts (McCulloch et al.
1943).

The principle idea behind modern ANN is the following:
a single unit, a neuron, is capable of realizing elementary
calculations. A number of such untis are linked together
and an attempt is made to determine the strength of the
network’s calculations. It is important to realize that
these neurons manipulate numeric data and not symbolic
data.

More precisely, an ANN is defined as a distributed
processing structure composed of processors functioning
in parallel and linked by unidirectional connections. Each
processor has an output that can be connected to many
other processors. A processor’s output depends only on
its local memory and its inputs. Here the term processor
is defined as an eklementary processing unit (a neuron).

The strength of ANNs is that each neuron acts
independently of the others. Each neuron reacts only to
input signals it receives, without paying any attention to
the activation state of other neurons. This allows the
ANN to parallel process the information it receives. As
well, an abundance of interconnecting links allows the
creation of redundancy, facilitating the distribution of
knowledge without significantly reducing processing
speed. This last characteristic gives neural networks a
capacity for generalization and error tolerance.

Learning Rules

A great number of ANN learning rules exist. They are
classified according to two categories:
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1. Supervised learning: a "teacher" supervises the
ANN’s learning by indicating its success rate
(reinforcement learning) or its errors (fully supervised
learning).

2. Non-supervised learning: the ANN is autonomous. It
observes data, finds its properties (statistical curve,
data cloud form, etc.) and learns based on these
observations.

How the ANN Works

The ANN presents itself to the user as a box of
knowledge. The box receives a coordinate (Xn,Yn)

representing Pantograph’s position, supplies a coordinate
(Xn.~,Yn+l) and then auto-organizes according to these
last coordinates.

In this way, the ANN realizes two functions:
1. location of a coordinate: this consist of offering the

user a means of using the interface in a quasi-natural
manner, thereby allowing the user to better effect a
task.

2. learning: this consists of restructuring information
concerning the force parameters returned to the user.

ANN Architecture

The primary rationale for using an ANN is the absence of
formal rules for determining adaptivity in an interface.
In addition, this problem does not require the ANN to
carry out precise numerical calculations or use logic;
both of which are ANN weaknesses. The method is based
essentially on intuitive processing of input data, similar
to what the design team would do following user
evaluation.

The ANN is capable of learning the patterns coming
from the user’s path, because the sample of data for
doing so is adequate. These data are provided by users as
they move Pantograph during the evaluation. When a
user finishes his or her evaluation session, the ANN
records and learns the new arrangement of the icons.
With each new user the ANN learns something new.

A single layer of neurons is used. It grids-off the
interface, with a neuron located in each space, according
to graphic complexity. The layer contains all the possible
positions within the interface. According to the
granularity of the grid, a neuron could represent a
coordinate on the user’s path. followed by the

The ANN architecture used for modeling the canoeing
metaphor is borrowed from models developed by
Kohonen (Kohonen 1988). This type of architecture 
non-supervised.

The principal idea is to reward the neurons which
compose the last path the user followed when
accomplishing a task, and punish those not along the
path. This has the effect of increasing the links between
the selected neurons while decreasing the links with the
neurons of their neighbours. In this way, the force
parameters associated with the path are augmented, much
like a water current, literally using force-feedback to pull
the user from point A to point B in the interface.

Mathematical Model of the Methaphor

We define:
Px,y representing the vector of the coordinates making up
the path used by Pantograph.
Mx,y the matrix corresponding to the screen’s neuron grid

Mx,y = 1111 n12 nlj

1121 1122 n2j
11311132 n3j

nn hi2 nij

Nij(Px,y) represents the vector of the value U (nnl except
for value nil)

The ANN Activation Algorithm

1. InitialiTation. Select random values to initialize the
weight vectors of each neuron wu(0). The only restriction
is that weight be randomly negative or positive.

2. Activity vector. Create vector position P~,y= [(xl,yl),
(x:,yg, (x3,y3), (x4,y,), (xs, ys), (x6,y6) ...... 
representing Pantograph’s activity during a period of
time S.
For h= 1 to S (where S represents the number of

elements of the group P,~y)

3. Similarity framework. Activation of neuron nU is
propagated using element h of Nu(Px,y) = Mx,y = nil using
the following formula:

~j(t) = k * Nu(e,,y) * 

where :

k= (e~°- 1) / (e’+ 

Nij(Px.y) T[O ..0 nij 0 ..0 ]
= ~j(t-1) = 1 if the principles of fuzzy logic are not

used and ay=]O, 1] if the principles of fuzzy logic are used

4. Next coordinate P*,r To determine the next

coordinate Px,y: p,,y~W = MAX Nu(Px,y)
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Learning Algorithm.

1. For h=l to S (where S represents the number of
elements of vector Px,y)

Determine nlj representing the element h of Nij(Px,y) 

Mx,y -- nij
3. Determine n~ representing the element h+l of

Nu(Px,y)=Mx.y = U

Apply the following function to the link.¢ of matrix W:
For all wU linking neuron nij to neuron n~

wij(0 = wu(t-1) + 13(1 - wu(t-1))

where 0’A_13<1. For all wU linking nU to all other neurons

wu(t) =- wu(t-1) - 13(1 - w~j(t-1))

where 0<_13<1. For the evaluation, small convergence
parameter is used 13=0.3.

An Example of the Canoeing Metaphor

It is important to note that the canoeing metaphor is
applied to a relatively simple problem. Due to space
constraints for this article, we are confined to using this
example as a method of demonstrating the applicability
of the canoeing metaphor. No statistics were drawn from
the experiment, as this was only a proof of concept. We
are currently working on the application of a canoeing
metaphor to a relatively complex problem--using a
Wizard of Oz technique (Ramstein et al. 1995) (to
develop an adaptive interface).

This interface is composed of three types of object:
1. canoes, represented by rectangles on the far left
of the interface;
2. obstacles, represented by squares situated in the
middle of the screen;
3. exits, represented by the vertical rectangles at the
far right of the interface.

The user uses Pantograph to steer the canoes toward the
exits. The path the user follows to direct a canoe toward
an exit is memorized by the ANN. In the next step, the
user senses a change in the interface: a haptic force steers
the Pantograph, attempting to physically guide the user’s
canoe toward the exit. The force resembles the current in
a river. In effect, the user is literally pulled toward an
exit. To prevent such movement, the user must struggle
against a small force. Once out of the current, the user
can steer at leisure. In this way, currents are created and
the user has more to either follow or avoid. This allows
the user to progress more rapidly on a path or to change
paths because the current is too strong.

Discussion

The model developed in this paper is intended as an
alternative to the traditional approach of creating
adaptive interfaces. When the model has been used in a
real context, its relevance can be validated and a list of
all of its advantages and disadvantages can be prepared.
Even now, however, an initial list can be drawn up to
serve as a basis for formulating hypotheses to be tested in
an actual evaluation.

Advantages. Adaptive interfaces have the advantage of
reduced development cycles. The traditional, non-
adaptive, approach requires that the interface be re-
programmed during the evaluation process. The
introduction of an adaptive mechanism reduces iteration
at a number of levels: 1) the interface is designed and
programmed to be modifiable during interaction time,
and 2) all or part of the modifications are left to the
system, including 3) evaluation of the adaptive
mechanism.

As for the FAS, the ANN evaluates and defines
manipulation parameters--force, speed and direction--
without modifying the graphic interface. The FAS
considers the ergonomic reality of the interface, without
directly changing it, and offers the user the means to
bypass design errors as if they were physical obstacles.
At the same time, it becomes an indicator of design
problems.

The FAS introduces force-feedback during graphic
interaction, thereby providing users with information via
a parallel communication channel known for its capacity
to effectively deliver information on spatial events (i.e.
direction, distance). The combination of a number of
modalities is proving valuable for augmenting interaction
comfort and performance (Dufresne et al. 1995)

Finally, the FAS offers a simple and efficient means of
guiding a visually impaired person through a graphic
interface (see (Ramstein 1995; Gaver 1993) for
exomples of non-visual GUI access), since the path
considers the user (i.e. expertise, sensori-motor capacity).

Disadvantages. FAS disadvantages are primarily of a
technical order. For the ANN, the complexity in numbers
of operations in the learning process is to the order of n
(n is the rank of matrix M). Depending on n, the
calculation capacity of the computer may handicap the
real-time process.

The problems of haptic technologies are well known:
instability at low frequencies, vibration at high
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frequencies, compliance and stickiness. As well, physical
models must be simulated in real-time at high
frequencies (to the order of lkHz), which requires
algorithm optimization. FAS effectiveness is therefore
related to perceptible phenomena, both graphic and
haptic. Auditory stimulation will subsequently be viewed
in the same manner.
These advantages and disadvantages are hypotheses to be
tested when the ANN is applied to a real problem.
Regardless of the outcome of using the model in a real
situation, it is important to continue this research stream
in conjunction with the ergonomics of haman-computer
interfaces. As ANNs come to be better understood, they
will be more commonly applied and less expensive to
implement. Other applications for ANN [4] should be
found in the ergonomics of human-computer interfaces,
since their intuitive, ’neural’ aspects fit perfectly with
human cognitive activities.

Conclusion

This paper described the conceptual elements of a force-
feedback assistance service in a graphic interface based
on the canoeing metaphor. The use of force-feedback
requires a haptic device and adaptation of the force-
feedback (learning and activation) using an artificial
neural network. These concepts were implemented on a
micro-computer (PC-DX4-100MHz) making use 
Pantograph. Preliminary experimentation have shown the
technical feasibility and the pertinence of the approach.
Further evaluations should prove them.
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